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Power medium voltage busbars
Aluminium encapsulated or bare busbars

Our product range
Powerduct
Isolated Phase Busbars - IPB

Isolated Phase Busbars are used to carry energy through power plants, either renewable, thermal or
nuclear type.
Applications :
nominal current from 4 000 to 52 000 A
rated voltage from 12 to 36 kV

Transoduct
Segregated and Non Segregated Phase Busbars - (N) SPB

Segregated and Non Segregated Phase Busbars are mainly used to carry energy through power plants
below 100 MW, power supply of plant auxiliaries circuits and energy-consuming industries
(paper mill, cement plant, refinery, etc.).
Applications :
nominal current from 1 500 to 8 000 A
rated voltage from 1 to 24 kV

Within your energy evacuation system, these connections allow to secure the transmission power
between generators and transformers as well as the power supply to your auxiliary equipment.
By its design, this equipment allows to cope with particularly severe climatic and environmental
conditions.

Other ancillary equipments

Simelectro can also provide various ancillary equipment such as : Customized Generator Circuit Breaker
(CGB), integration, current transformers, medium voltage cubicles (NGR, phase reversal, PT & SA...), and
forced air cooling system.

Forced air cooling system

Medium voltage cubicle

To meet the specific requirements of your own business, we study your needs beforehand in order to
propose appropriate solutions.
Our technicians and engineers teams make available their solid experience and their technical
expertise. We have our own in-house design office, independent in terms of engineering, design,
calculations and analyses.

Our services

Further to our products, we also support you with a wide range of services to guarantee the integrity
and safety of your facilities, whatever their original manufacturer.
Site survey

Termographic measurements, topographic surveys, insulation and pressurization tests, dielectric
tests, electrical continuity measures.
Maintenance

Visual inspection of synthetics, of electrical connections and of safety parts.
Replacement of wearing parts : tightness seals, insulator rubber spring, synthetic sleeves or
bellows, refurbishment of electrical contacts. Ancillary equipment : pressurization cubicles,
generator neutral cubicles, firewall barrier, measurement and protection cubicles, phases reversal.

Modification of existing installation

Tee-off to medium voltage cabinet, adaptation to GCB’s, replacement of pressurization systems,
sizing calculation related to power increase, connection to a new transformer, adding firewall.
Supply of spare parts

Synthetics, electrical connections, insulators, grounding systems, bushings, electrical contact
screws and bolts.

About Simelectro

Simelectro is a key player in design, manufacture and maintenance of medium voltage busbars.
Created in 1948, Simelectro is an internationally well-known company. Simelectro has developed many
services activities : diagnosis, maintenance, modification of existing installation, life cycle extension,
power increase and supply of spare parts. In 2019, Simelectro becomes a subsidiary of TSV.

Simelectro is certified ISO9001 (Quality) & ISO45001 (Health-Security) and has many customer
qualifications : EDF NUCLEAIRE - UTO, MHI, ABB, FUJI, DOOSAN, HHI, TOSHIBA, NCC, BEMCO, KOPEC,
INDECK, GE, SIEMENS, SEC...

Focus areas

Over 700 GW installed in more than 90 countries :

60 GW

nuclear power plants

400 GW

thermal power plants

100 GW

hydraulic power plants

150 GW

energy-consuming
industrial site
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